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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

UNESCO Kalinga Prize Winner – 1978

Hoimar von Ditfurth

A Missionary of Scholarliness
&

One of the Most Impressive Science Writers & Philosophers
of the German Post – W ar Period.

[Born : October 15, 1921 in Berlin (Charlottenburg)
Died :November 1, 1989 in Freiburg/ Breisgau of a thymom

(Cancer of the thymus gland). He was buried in staufen]

Everyone wonders at some point, where he was after his death will be, but no body asks
where he was before his birth. ….. Hoimar Von Ditfurth

“We are Creatures of transition”,
…Hoimar V on Dit furth in his last
   TV interview with Dieter
   Zilligen, a freelancer for
   Radio and T elevision.

“I would be interested to know what God is actually thought when he created the world.”
…Hoimar V on Dit furth

Science and Religious faith are not mutually exclusive.
…Hoimar V on Dit furth
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Hoimar von Ditfurth
A Brief Profile

Hoimar Gerhard Friedrich Ernst von Ditfurth

(October 15, 1921 in Berlin-Charlottenburg; Nov. 1,

1989 in Freiburg in Breisgau), a German doctor and

journalist. Hoimar was notified of Ditfurth but

primarily as a popular television presenter and writer.

Life :

Hoimar von Ditfurth was the son of Altphilologen

Hans-Otto von Ditfurth, a nationalistsch-

konservativen Prussian ride Master was born. After
his graduation at Victoria Gymnasium in Potsdam
(today Helmholtz Gymnasium Potsdam) in 1939,

he studied medicine, psychology and philosophy
at the universities of Berlin and Hamburg and a

doctorate in 1946 for the MD. From 1948 to 1960,
he was at the University Hospital in Wuerzburg (see
most recently in the position of a top surgeon). In

1959 he was habilitated at the University of

Wuerzburg and became professor of psychiatry and

neurology. In 1967, he was appointed associate

professor of the Medical Faculty.

From 1960, he worked in the pharmaceutical Ditfurth

Group C. F. Boehringer Mannheim as head of the

department of psychiatric drugs. In 1969, he refused

there a business leader position, and was instead

became a lecturer, a freelance journalist and science

journalist.

His durchbrechenden success had Hoimar of Ditfurth

as popular author and television (WDR, SFB, SR,

ZDF). He crossed the brave (but scientifically always

well) the interdisciplinary boundaries between the

humanities and natural sciences (particularly in

theology and philosophy). A significant part of  his

life’s work was his advocacy against superstition,

pseudo against a purely kreationistische World

perspective and against the anthropocentrism. He

Most Competent & Best Selling Scientific Writer in Germany
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was notified of a large audience through his 1971

designed ZDF-Sendereihe cross sections, which he

shared with Volker doctor until 1983 headed.

From Ditfurth designed in his later works (so in reality

Inconceivable) own approach to evolutionary

epistemology.

As of the end of the 1970s turned increasingly

Ditfurth Hoimar of environmental issues and

supported at the beginning of the 1980s, the Greens

in the election campaign.

Hoimar von Ditfurth was married since 1949 with

Heilwig Raven . The marriage produced four children:

Jutta (born 1951), Wolf-Christian (born 1953), Donata-

Friederike (born 1956) ;and York – Alexander (b.

1957). His daughter Jutta Ditfurth was known as a

politician of the Greens, while his son Christian von

Ditfurth importance as a historian, journalist and

author of Alternative World stories gained.

Hoimar Ditfurth was a member of the German PEN-

Zentrums.

He died on 1 November 1989 in Freiburg im Breisgau

in a Thymom.

Awards and Honors :

n 1968 Golden Camera for production
experiments with life-Reaching for the
brain

n 1968 Adolf Grimme Prize for the production
experiments with life-Reaching for the
brain

n 1972 Bambi

n 1973 Bölsche - Medaille

n 1974 Golden Screen

n 1974 Special Prize of the Donors’
Association for German Science for
the production of artificial memories-
New discoveries in brain research

n 1975 Prix Futura of the Union of European
Broadcastign Organizations

n 1976 Special Prize of the Donors’
Association for German Science

n 1980 Kalinga UNESCO

n 2001 renaming of a secondary school in
Vreden in Hoimar-von-Ditfurth-
Realschule

Works :

n The endogenous depression, 1960

n Children of the Universe, 1970

n In the beginning was the hydrogen, 1972

n Relationships, 1974

n Dimensions of Life, 1974 (together with Volker
doctor)

n The spirit was not from the sky, 1976

n Cross-sectional dimensions of life II, 1978
(together with Volker doctor)

n We are not only of this World, 1981

n So let us because a Apfelbäumchen plant,
1985

n Inconceivable reality, 1987

n Interior views of a fellow, 1989

n The interview, 1992 (Interviewer : Dieter Zilligen)
ISBN 3-423-30329-8
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n The legacy of Neanderthal man, 1992
(Posthumous)

n The stars shine, even if we do not see 1994
(posthumous)

n The reality of Homo sapiens, 1995
(posthumous)

Literature

n The woman at his side conversations with

women of famous men, ed. V. Märthesheimer

Helga. Lübbe Verlag, Bergisch-Gladbach 1988.

ISBN 3-404-60195-6 (interview by Carola

Benninghoven with Heilwig von Ditfurth. P.31-

55)

n Literature and Hoimar Ditfurth (http://

64.233.179.104/translate_c?hl=en&u=http://

d i s p a t c h . o p a c . d n b . d e / D B % 3 D 4 . 1 /

REL%3FPPN%3D118672088&prev=/

search%3Dhoimar%2Bvon%2Bditfurth

%26hl%3Den) catalog of (http://

64.233.179.104/translate_c?hl=en&u=http://

dispatch. Opac.d-nb.de/DB%3D4.4/

REL%3FPPN%3D118672088&prev=/
search%3Fq%3Dhoimar%2Bvon%2Bditfurth

%26hl%3Den) the German National Library

n Webpage to Hoimar of Ditfurth (http://

64.233.179.107/translate_c?hl=en&u=http://

h o i m a r - v o n - d i t f u r t h . d e / & p r e v = /

search%3Fq%Dhoimar%2Bvon%2Bditfurth

%26hl%3Den)

n Brief biography, and several works by

commenting Hoimar of Ditfurth (http://

64.233.179.104/translate_c?h1=en&u=http://

www.philole.de/ditfurth.htm& prev=/

search%3Fq%3Dho imar%2Bd i t fu r th

%26hl%3Den)

 Source :

“http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoimar von Ditfurth”

q
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Hoimar von Ditfurth
A Biographical Sketch

Biography

The subsequent biographical details are mainly

taken from Hoimar von Ditfurth’s books
Innenansichten eines Artgenossen (A same type
man’s insight view-Reflections by a Member of the

Species – his autobiography) and Das Gespräch
(The Conversation – his last TV interview).

Family

Hoimar Gerhard Friedrich Ernst von Ditfurth was born

on October 15, 1921 in Berlin (Charlottenburg). He
originated from the family of the national conservative
Prussian cavalry captain (Rittmeister) and later

classical scholar Hans-Otto von Ditfurth. Until his
first day in school in Potsdam, Hoimar von Ditfurth

lived in Berlin and Lensahn.

1949 he married Heilwig von Raven.

Together they had four children : Jutta (*1951), Wolf-
Christian (*1953),

Donata-Friederike (*1956) and York-Alexander

(*1957).

Hoimar von Ditfurth died on November 1, 1989 in
Freiburg/Breisgau of a thymom (cancer of the

thymus gland). He is buried in Staufen.

Education

1939 Hoimar von Ditfurth graduated from the Victoria-

Gymnasium (college) in Potsdam. Afterwards he
studied medicine, psychology and philosophy at the

universities of Berlin and Hamburg, where he
attained his Ph. D. in medicine in July 1946.

Profession

Between 1948 and 1960 Hoimar von Ditfurth worked
at the university  hospital in Wüzburg (in the end as

senior physician). 1959 he qualified  himself as a
university lecturer there and became outside lecturer

for psychiatry and neurology. 1967 and 1968 he was
appointed associate  professor of the medical faculty

Freelance Lecturer , Publisher , Author
&

One of the Most Distinctive Science Journalist s in Germany .
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at the universities of Würzburg and Heidelberg. 1960
Hoimar von Ditfurth took a job in the pharmaceutical

company C.F. Boehringer in Mannheim, where he
managed the “Psycho Lab” being responsible for

the development and clinical testing of psycho drugs.
Although Hoimar von Ditfurth was offered a position
in the board of executives, he left Boehringer in 1969

(“…I don’t want to sacrifice my intellectual
independence…”) and became a freelance lecturer,

publisher, author and one of the most distinctive
science journalists in Germany.

Publishing Activities

Hoimar von Ditfurth’s popularity in Germany is based
on numerous articles in newspapers, radio

broadcasts (between 1963 and 1983), and TV shows
(between 1971 and 1983) with various popular

scientific subjects. In 1970 his first book, Children
of the Universe (=Kinder des Weltalls), was
published. This and his following books made him

the most competent and best selling scientific writer
in Germany. Many of his books were translated into

other languages.

He also was editor and publisher of miscellaneous
scientific magazines, publications and samplers, to
which many famous national and international

scientists provided contributions.

Between 1971 and 1983 Hoimar von Ditfurth hosted
the popular TV science show Querschnitte (=cross-

sections) in which he showed his extraordinary talent
to make complex scientific contents understandable

to a broad audience. One of his major targets always
was to position natural science equally besides arts
science which he thought is overrated in the western

cultural society. He was also a committed and
eloquent fighter against all kinds of superstition and

obscure “pseudo science”.

Ecological Engagement

Starting in the late 70s, Hoimar von Ditfurth
concentrated more and more on ecological subjects.
He became a critic of the western “credo in progress

and economical growth”.  Even though he proclaimed
that manking would destroy  itself by environmental

pollution and destruction, overpopulation and
(nuclear) armament, he never was a fatalist. He

always maintained his hope and true humanistic
approach.

Hoimar von Dittfurth was a committed pacifist.

In the 80s he supported the German Green Party
during their election campaigns, but without getting

involved in political activism and always keeping a
critical distance to extreme ideological positions.

Awards & Prizes

Hoimar von Ditfurth was a member of the German
PEN-Center and holder of numerous national and

international awards and prizes.

In 1978 he received the UNESCO UNESCO
Kalinga-Prize for his lifetime achievements as
author and publisher .

Bibliography

Children of the Universe

With the discoveries of Galileo and Copernicus men
lost the illusion of a friendly universe. The conviction
that we are isolated in the boudless emptiness of

space has had consequences far more radical than
anyone could have foreseen.

Scientists are now discovering that such a view is

false. New findings are revolutionizing our
understanding of the universe and with reviting clarity
Hoimar von Ditfurth argues that until recently we

misinterpreted many of the discoveries of science.
Suddenly a new vision  of the universe is emerging.

The universe is not a cold or hostile void. Instead,
the earth is a focal point where intricate forces have
come together and spun the web of life.

Astronomy and space exploration have disclosed a

hitherto unknown, invisible net of connections
between life on earth and in the debths of the

universe. Von Ditfurth vividly  discusses  and lucidly
describes not only fascinating facets of galactic
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architecture such as the nature of time, the size of
the universe, the influence of the moon and the birth

and death of stars, but also the beginnings of life on
earth and the dramatic shifts in human evolution.

Children of the Universe is set in the landscape of

Genesis. It is no lesser tale than the tale of our
existence. In Germany it topped the bestseller list
for months. It has been translated into many

languages.

***

THE ORIGINS OF LIFE-
EVOLUTION AS CREATION

A#1 bestseller in Germany (over 200.000 copies
sold), The Origins of Life offers a stimulating, visionary
account of the evolution of life fully compatible with
a theory of creation – all presented in the tradition
of Lewis Thomas, Konard Lorenz, Loren Eiseley.
Hoimar von Ditfurth, a distinguished German
scientist, guides us surely and compellingly from
cosmic genesis to a brilliantly articulated glimpse
of a distant future an a dimension beyond the
material world.

The Origins of Life opens with a lucid, fascinating
explanation of evolutionary process – not only in
biology, but in molecular physics, astronomy, and
other fields- to outline the path from primal  amino
acids to human beings. Ditfurth demonstrates how
the scientific theory of evolution is unimpeachable
and essential to how the whole of modern science
operates. But he simultaneously points out that the
deeper science probes the nature of things-
subatomic  particles to the end of the cosmos – the
more it discovers a dimension of spirit or mystery
beyond matter and scientific measurement.

The Origins of Life goes right to the heart of the
creation / evolution controversy to show that
fundamentalists who reject evolution out of hand are
as misguided as scientists who think a purely
materialistic account of life’s  source and purpose
is sufficient. Countering these limited  views, Ditfurth
offers a brilliant picture of the richness of reality that

far outstrips current models. His exciting ideas
suggest that evolution may be creation seen from a
limited human perspective; in the unfolding process
of the universe, he detects an “inner wisdom” that
suggests science and religion may simply be using
different vocabularies to express identical truths.

Ditfurth skillfully translates complex ideas and
unfamiliar notions into clear, everyday language, yet
never reduces his material to simplistic terms.
Beautifully written, The Origins of Life reminds us
forcefully of the limitations of dogmatic
explanantions, while it celebrates the infinite
possibilities of the universe. In creatively reconciling
apparent contradictions between religion and
science, The Origins of Life argues convincingly that
both must contribute to answering the basic
questions of the nature of the universe and our place
in the scheme of things.

Reader ’s  comment s in English:
I think this is perhaps one of the best synthesis
between the two theories that I have read. Ditfurth
points out theological problems with the
Creationists, and says that Christians should be
amazed that the miracle of evolution occurred, rather
than claiming that “God is what we don’t know”.

[David W. Ussery, Associate Professor ,
The Technical University of Denmark]

Those who give serious  attention to the ideas
presented in the volume will be challenged to view
science and religion in a new and creative way. The
book is well worth reading, despite the uneven style
of writing.

[Richard W.Berry,
San Diego State Universiy]

The author’s conclusion that we as humans are
possibly all taking part in the creation might appear
somewhat bold, but is in no way far fetched. The
book offers an extremely valuable survey of different
thoughts about the subject of reconciling science
with religion, starting with Plato’s Allegory of the
Cave, and it gradually becomes very clear that
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science and religion as well as creation and evolution
have in no way to be conflicting concepts. One of
the more prominent topics treated in this book is
the fact, that by definition, the scope of natural
science is limited to the study of physical
phenomena – a fact which scientists  are too eager
to forget when disregarding spiritual phenomena on
the ground that they are not ‘scientifically provable’.
Some thoughts about evolution are included, one
being a critical look at the notion that mankind is
the ‘end product’ of  evolution – we should rather
regard ourselves as an intermediate product, flawed
and far from perfect. A further comment regarding
evolution  is the observation that all physical
constants seem to be tailor-made for evolution to
have to occur- if one of the constants would be
slightly different, evolution would not be able to take
place at all. Generally, the thoughts are presented
in a very systematic ways, and the book is written
in a beautiful style.

[found on amazon.com]



A comment to “So lasst uns denn ein
Apfelbaeumchen pflanzen” (Now, let’s plant a
little apple tree):

Hoimar von Ditfurth is a Neurologist and Scientist
that really knows how to write. He is easily in the
same category as Carl Sagan. Unfortunately, he died
November 1st 1989. The book is a serious
showdown of the State of the Planet Earth and its
possible end. Ditfurth shows that the planet is out
of balance and squeaks. The political errors created
by the different ruling societies and the ecological
problems created by humans threaten to literally
blow-up the entire globe. Our arrogant and egocentric
omnipotence might as well be our  own death
sentence. But there is hope. “So let us plant a little
Apple Tree” is  the translation of the title of this
great book.

[Eric Jucker,
found on amazon.com]



Year Title
1970 Kinder des Weltalls

(Children of the Universe)

Children of the Universe; The Tale of Our
Existence

A German scientific journalist explores how

we and our planet are made of the same
raw material as the stars and the
implications for intelligent life lurking in the

universe.

1972 Im Anfang war der Wasserstoff

(In the beginning was hydrogen)

The book begins with a focus on evolution as

a biological means for the creation of life in

its present form. The author  goes on to

expand his treatment of evolution the creation

of the cosmos and to speculate beyond our

present knowledge  of the universe.

1976 Der Geist fiel nicht vom Himmel

(The mind did not come out of the blue

skies)

Der Geist fiel nicht vom Himmel : d.
Evolution unseres Bewusstseins

1981 Wir sind nicht nur von dieser Welt

(We are not only of this world)

The Origins of Life : Evolution As
Creation

1985 So     labt uns denn ein Apfelbäumchen
pflanzen

(And now, let’s plant a little apple tree)

So lasst uns denn ein Apfelbaeumchen
pflanzen

1987 Unbegreifliche Realität

(Incredible reality)

1989 Innenansichten eines Artgenossen

(A same type man’s insight view –
Reflections by a Member of the Species
– his autobio graphy)
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Unpublished  works

1992 Das Erbe des Neandertalers
(Neanderthal man’s heritage)

1994 Die Sterne  leuchten, auch wenn wir
sie nicht sehen

(Stars shine even if we don’t see them)

1995 Die Wirklichkeit des Homo sapiens

(The reality of the homo sapiens)

Other works available through
amazon. Com

n Neue Horizonte 92/93 : ein Forum der
Naturwissenschaften: als Mannhelmer Forum
begréundet von Holmar V. Ditfurth
By Hoimar von Ditfurth

n Innenansichten eines Artgenossen : meine
Bilanz
By Hoimar von Ditfurth

n Die Sterne Leuchten, auch wenn wir sie nicht
sehen : éuber Wissenschaft, Politik und

Religion

By Hoimar von Ditfurth

n Dimensionen des Lebens : Reportagen aus der

Naturwissenschaft : nach der Fernsehreihe

“Querschnitt”

By Hoimar von Ditfurth

n Wir sind nicht nur von dieser Welt :

Naturwissenschaft, Religion und die Zukunft des

Menschen

By Hoimar von Ditfurth

1990 Das Gespräch
(The conversation)
Das Gespréach

The transcript of an interview with Hoimar

von Ditfurth conducted by Dieter Zilligen. A

great summary of HvD’s theories and main
reflections.

q
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Hoimar von Ditfurth - Books

Quote

My books and publications are always variations of the new recurring effort, the
reader’s eyes open for the self behind the apparent clarity of our everyday sights
World hidden riddles and mysteries. ...Hoimar von Ditfurth

Hoimar von Ditfurth
15, Oktober  1921 -1. November 1989

In this category , you have an overview of Hoimar of Dit furths
numerous books and publications in nearly 30 years.

Hoimar von Ditfurth as author

Year Title
1960 The endogenous depression

About the sense of callousness –

represented on the case of Anna D.

Karger Publisher Basel / Kindler Verlag

1970 Children of the Universe

The novel of our existence

About the cosmic evolution

Hoffmann and Campe / dtv/ Knaur / div

license spending

1972 In the beginning was the hydrogen

About the evolution  of matter

Hoffmann and Campe / dtv/ Knaur / div

license expenditure / Bauer media (audio

book)

1974 Correlations

Thoughts on a scientific world view

Hoffmann and Camps / Rororo / Knaur

1976 The spirit was not form the sky

The evolution of our consciousness

Hoffmann and Camps / dtv/ div license

expenditure / Bauer media (audio book)
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1981 We are not only  of this World

Science , religion and the future of

mankind

Hoffmann and Camps / dtv

1985 So let us because a Apfelbäumchen

plant

The time has come

Analysis of current problems of our time

Rasch & Röhring / Knaur / div license

spending

1987 Inconceivable reality

Stories, essays, essays of a man who

the amazement has not unlearned

Anthology with previously unpublished  in

book form of contributions from the years

1947 to 1987

Rasch & Röhring / Knaur / div license

spending

1989 Interior views of a fellow

My balance

Autobiography

Claassen / dtv / div license spending

The Children’s books of he universe, in the

beginning was the hydrogen and the spirit

was not, 1992 at the sky Hoffmann and

Campe as a special edition published in

three volumes. 990 pages, ISBN 3-455-

9282-9 (no longer available).

Hoimar von Ditfurth as
Co-author , together with

Volker doctor

Years Title
1974 Dimensions of life

Reports from the Natural Science

Cros sections transmission in book form –

First Band

Deutsche Verlags – Anstalt / dtv / div license

spending

1978 Cross-sectional dimensions of life II

Cross sections transmissions in book form

– Second Volume

Hoffmann and Caps / dtv

For this book is dtv cross – cuts reports

from the Natural Science

Hoimar as editor of Ditfurth

Years Title
1965 Aspects of Fear

From the series “Star-Berger talks”, 1964

Thieme Verlag /Kindler Verlag

Authors in this band :  Walter Schulz,

Richard Alewyn, Hans Kunz, Horst-

Eberhard Richter, Rudolf Cohen, Rudolf Bilz,

Juergen Habermas.

1967 Boehringer Mannheim Diagnostics,

Therapeutics

Image Band, design and text: Hoimar of

Ditfurth Boehringer CF & Sons

1969 Information on Information

From the Series “Star-Bergaer talks:, 1968

Hoffmann and Camps / Fischer

Taschenbuch Verlag

Authors in this band:  Yehoshua Bar-Hillel,

Gerhard Frey, Karl Buch, Otto Walter

Haseloff, Klaus E. Grossmann, Heinz

Zemanek.

1972 Yearbook series “Mannheimer Forum”

Until A panorama of Natural Sciences

1989 18 volumes
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Boehringer CF & Sons / Hoffmann and

Campe (3 volumes) / from 1989 Piper Verlag

The contributions to this series come from

well-known national and international

scientists from different disciplines.

Because of the scope of this annual series,

there is a separate menu item Nannheimer

Forum .  From there, the details of the

individual volumes.

1974 Book Seriesf “building blocks for a

Until modern World Picture “

1982 Publisher : Hoimar of Ditfurth / Hoffmann

& Campe published in the 1970s and

1980s, a few books by well-known authors

on various topics of science in the series

“building blocks fro a modern world”. Some

of the authors have for other books by

Hoimar of Ditfurth issued, delivered

contributions (Mannheimer Forum,

Evolution I and II and Physics). So far I am

frrom this series the following six titles

known (all books are only available

antiquarian).

1974 Werner Nachtigall :

Fantasy of Creation

Fascinating results of the Biology and

Biotechnology 424 pages

This book is also available as a license -

output Heyne Verlag

1975 Hans G. Wunderlich :

The new image of the Earth

Fascinating discoveries of modern geology

367 pages

[Not yet available envelope image]

1976 Karl Schaifers:

Siblings of the sun

Methods and insights of modern

Stellarastronomie

267 pages

1977 Georg Franz Maier :

New Ways in the Old World

Modern methods of archeology

359 pages

1982 Kenneth J. Hsü :

A ship revolutionized science

The research touring the Glomar Challenger

304 pages

1982 Klaus Schmidt - Koenig:

The mystery of bird train

Fascinating insights about the general

assets of the birds

251 pages

1975 Evolution

A cross-section of research

Anthology with selected contributions of n

+ m

Hoffmann and Campe

Authors in this band : Konrad Lorenz,

Lawrence B. Slobodkin, Wolfgang Winders,

Erich Thenius, Heimut Grünewald, Ernst

Friedrich vangerow, Carl Gans, Werner

Nachtigall, Thodosius Dobzhansky, Otto

King, Franz Schwanitz, Gerhard Schramm.

1976 Physics

A cross-section of research

Anthology with selected contributions of n

+ m Hoffmann and Campe

Authors in this band :  HD Johannes

Jensen, Paul Couderc, David EH Jones,

Walter R. Fuchs, Cornelius C. Noack,

Rudolf L. Mössbauer, Karl Schifers, Voler

Weidemann, Hans Kienie, Pascual Jordan,
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Engeibert L. Schücking / Brenda M. Biram,

Guy S. Robinson, Sebastian von Hoerner.

1978 Evolution II

A cros-section of research

Anthology with selected contributions of n

+m Hoffmann and Campe

Authors in this band :  Reinhard W.

Kaplan, Wolfgang Winders, Jürgen Jacobs,

Adolf Portmann, Eberhard Curio, Irenaeus

Eibl-Eibesfeld, Jürgen Nicolai, Konrad

Lorenz, Karl Mägdefrau, Erich Thenius,

George G.Simpson, Berhard Rensch,

Gerhard Heberer.

Hoimar von Ditfurth in
conversation

Years Title
1990 The conversation

We are creatures of transition

Hoimar of Ditfurths last TV interview with

Dieter Zilligen Claassen / dtv

The discount
The following three discount books include essays,

speeches, radio and Hoimar contributions from

Ditfurths from the years 1946 to 1988, which have

not or  will not be published in book form .

Years Title
1992 The legacy of Neanderthal man

World picture between science and

faith

With anthology in book form previously

unpublished essays, lectures and essays

from the years 1947 to 1988 Kiepenheuer

& Witsch / dtv

1994 The stars shine, even if we do not see

About Science, Politics and Religion

With anthology in book form previously

unpublished essays, lectures and essay

from the years 1946 to 1987

Kiepenheuer & Witsch / dtv

1995 The reality of Homo sapiens

Natural science and human

consciousness

With anthology in book form previously

unpublished essays,  lectures and essays

from the years 1946 to 1986

Hoffmann and Campe /dtv

Other Publications

Year Title
From Starnberg Berger talks

1960 Publisher :  Hoimar of Ditfurth (and others)

Since the 60s found in the castle Fuβberg

(in the vicinity of Starnberg) occasional

rounds of talks on political, medical and

scientific topics, some of which

subsequently published in book form.

Some of these books are published Hoimar

of Ditfurth. In addition to the two above-

mentioned books aspects of anxiety

(1965), and information on Information

(1969), I currently have only known the

following titles :

State and Behavior : behaviors and

anthropological foundations of psycho-

pharmacology

Starnberg Berger Talks (1960)

Co-Editor : JD Achelis

Georg Thieme Verlag, Stuttgart, 1961, 110

pages with 14 illustrations.

No further information was available.
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1964 Journal n+m

until (Science and Medicine)

1971 Publisher : Hoimar or Ditfurth

CF Boehringer and sons, Mannheim

ISSN 0374-9703,

Release history : bimonthly from January

1964 (No. 1) and August 1971 (No. 37).

The journal n+m directed to physicians who

are on their field, on scientific subjects

informed. It was 1972 by the Mannheim

Forum replaced. Some are subsequently

also in the books relationships (1974),

Evolution (1975), physics (1976) and

Evolution II (1978) have been published.

1970 Acute- critical magazine for science

and progres

Published :  Hoimar of Ditfurth and Willy

Fleck house

Chief Editor :  Erwin Lausch

Hoffmann and Campe

Release history : February - July 1970 (14

day)

Hoimar von Ditfurth had planned, the popular

monthly magazine Apollo from January

1971 under the name acute issue.This

magazine was a flop, of Apollo are only 11

and acutely only 3 editions published.

Hoimar von Ditfurth writes in his book Inside

views of a fellow on page 339: “The editorial

concept changed under the pressure of

internal stakeholders (...) until finally the

whole project to a faceless in my eyes and

banal magazine had molted, with finally

satisfied all except the editors and me. (...)

I schmiβ , as they say, the stuff out and

took me a lawyer.”

The adjacent response card was the book

Children of the Universe (2nd edition, 1970).

It would be an annual subscription or a

sample copy of the magazine at Hoffmann

and Campe order (so)

q
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Hoimar von Ditfurth
Book Review - Children of the Universe

Chi ldren of the Universe
by

Hoimar V on Dit furth

In Children  of the Universe, scientific journalist
Hoimar Von Ditfurth looks at man’s place in a
universe filled with unknown . This German’s

enthusiasm for the cosmos was equaled only by
the late Carl Sagan of the United States.

Von Ditfurth has undertaken the task of teaching

man how to be amazed again. He believes that
Western man has been disillusioned ever since the
days of Copernicus when that great astronomer

revealed that the earth was not the center of  the
universe. But recent discoveries in astronomy,

physics, biology, paleontology, and geology show
that a complex web joins us with our planet, our

solar system, our galaxy, and with our universe.

Unlike many books that tell people there is life

elsewhere just because there is or should be, this
book makes its point by understating the drama,

and instead, showing and describing what is out in
space. The book contains an excellent section of

black and white photopgrahs, showing globular
clusters found in our own Milky Way galaxy, tektites
from around the world, coments, sun sports, and

more.

Von Ditfurth describes how the Earth periodically
lost its magnetic shield during violent cosmic

collisions between the earth and gigantic meteors

A German scientific journalist explores how we and our planet are made of the same raw
material as the stars and the implications for intelligent life lurking in the universe.

weighing hundreds of millions of tons . If this

happened in the past, could it happen in the future ?
Are these the cataclysmic tragedies the abductees
are telling us ?

Von Ditfurth also says the earth’s magnetic North
Pole has not always coincided with its geographical
North Pole. During the past 76 million years, the

earth’s magnetic field has reversed its poles at least
one hundred and seventy times. Certain regions of
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the ocean floor have been uninterruptedly emitting
lava for millions of years. These areas record the

history of the repeated dipolar reversals of the
magnetic field. Scientists can read the lava record

like a calendar.

The author explores Continental drift and shows how
it occurred on earth and how it is still going on today.
The magnetic poles influenced the actual direction

the contents would drift. The continents moved at
the rate of several inches a year.

Von Ditfurth also describes human sexuality in terms

of evolution and Nature’s desire to continue its
species. He talks about the human internal clock
and how travelers flying from the Northern

Hemisphere to the Southern Hemisphere do not
experience jet lag.

The author describes how five billion years ago,

cosmic evolution entered its second stage. New
suns were being born which for the first time
contained traces of every one of the 92 natural

elements. The suns began to form planets from

these 92 elements. Our planet Earth rotates around
one of the suns. Our Milky Way galaxy contains

100 billion stars like our sun. If we are conservative,
and assume that only one out of every 100,000 suns

developed its own planetary system, this would
mean that one million solar systems like our own
existed in the Milky Way! This means there could

be one million forms of intelligence life in our own
Milky way galaxy. It is  easy to assume that at

least one of these one million forms of life could
have discovered earth. It is truly amazing. The
numbers in favor of life out in space are breathtaking.

This book was first published in the 1970s. It is a

classic science book that will enhance anyone’s
appreciation for life in the universe. Copies may only

be available at libraries and second hand book
stores.

Hardcover 301 pages

Publisher :  Atheneum Books, New York, NY USA

q
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Hoimar von Ditfurth
 German Writer and Physician

Quotations

Hoimar von Dit furth (1921-1989) was professor of psychiatry and neurology. Over the years he came
to the conclusion that he was riding on the wrong horse. Quotation: “Bei kritischer Betrachtung entpuppt
sich die Freudsche Theorie als das Paradoxon einer wissenschaftlichen Disziplin…” (i.e. on critical
inspection Freuds theory turns out to be the paradox of a scientific discipline). (In my opinion psychology
belongs to the same category as astrology. But also with astrology you still can earn lots of money.)
Hoimar von Ditfurth was uncompromising. Even when he was founder member of the German Greens
(ecology party) he left the party in protest, when they throw bags with blood on an American general.
This way of “politics” he could not share.

He also could not carry out longer work in a profession, even when was a reputable and well paid one,
after being convinced it was nonsense. Therefore he decided to take the risk of a new beginning and
further tried to help people in another way: He worked as a free scientific journalist, wrote many
popular scientific books and created the television program “Querschnitte”. He was a member of the
German PEN- center and in 1978 he got the Kalinga – Prize of the UNESCO . It was his intention to
rise peoples scientific  interest. Why? Well, perhaps to enable them to prove critically all the pretty
new things that modern science is giving so richly to us. Unfortunately most people still are more
interested in cars. TV, football etc. than in the future of our planet.

n “The discovery of evolution includes an understand

that our presence with absolute certainty is not the

end (or even the goal) of the development.” – We

are not only of this World, 1981

n “Politicians have a sacred wary of publicly admit

that they, in their decisions no longer are free (may

be admit they do not even themselves).” – Interior

views of a fellow, 1989.

n “Illogicality  is just  by logic in no way shake”. – The

legacy of Neanderthal man, 1992 (posthumous)

n “We are, to put it to formulate really only the

Neanderthal tomorrow”. – In the beginning was

the hydrogen, 1972.

n “Although human unreason not increased. Ruinös

increased, but the number of unreasonable”. –

Interior views of a fellow, 1989

n “Astrology is a form of superstition, which itself the

power to God in the cards.”

q
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Aphorisms, Quotes, Thought s & Reflections of V alue
of

Hoimar von Ditfurth

n Apart from the fact that the individual learning
in our mental development of an outspoken
Späterwerb, it is also only as a special case
of a long evolution from the previously – used
form of information gain. Because all biological
adaptation, from the start, been the same with
the gain of knowledge about the
Gesetzlichkeitenin adapting demanding
environment.

(So let us because a Apfelbäumchen plant,
1985, p. 302)

n The mere fact that we exist, allows us to the
most exclusive clubs of all concerned: the
survivors.

(Relationship-exclusive club of the World,
1974, p. 49)

n The fact that the hydrogen atom everything
ever taken, and in the future will arise from
the start, was included as a possibility, which
is the most important discovery of modern
science, as they all of us, this understanding
will not be forcibly closed, compels recognition
of the fact that this world and its history have
an origin that is not in its own lie.

(In the beginning was the hydrogen, 1972, p.
271)

n The space between all chairs is a honorigsten
that you can take today.

(In an interview)

n The Realist is naïve, as he did not take note
that we are not all living in the world, but only
in the image that we ourselves from the world.
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(Interior  views of a fellow, 1989, p.383)

n Astrology is a form of superstition, which itself
the power to God in the cards to look.

n The discovery of evolution includes an
understanding that our Presence with absolute
certainty is not the end (or even the goal) of
the development.

(We are not only of this world, 1981, P-20)

n The emergence of consiousness followed the
basic Principle of evolution, that each
development step the biological purpose, the
chances of survival improve, and not as the
objective, the organism most objective
information about its environment.

(The spirit was not from the sky, 1976)

n The fact of evolution – chosen from many fellow
is still as religionsfeindlich rejected concept!
– Has opened the eyes of this, the reality that
there may not end up where we experienced
reality ends.

(We are not only of this World, 1981, p.301)

n A railway disaster carries through the resulting
financial implications also for the increase of
the gross national product.

(The stars shine…- ökonomischer prosperity
or human happiness?, 1986, p. 322)

n There is almost nothing  on the World, which
is so much a man is able to calm as possible
vivid confirmation of his prejudices.

(Interior views of a fellow, 1989, p. 56)

n There is no better feeling than that we over
constantly supervise and intervene if we are
too stupid it.

(Funk pm No. 36/1974-entry in the title “Is
there UFO or not?”)

n It is an anthropocentric self – deception that
we tacitly always pretend as if the evolution
chosen for us to a halt.

(Correlations – everything is still open, 1974,
p. 7)

n It is not superfluous, once clear that the
intelligence on which an organism has far
surpassed by the intelligence, which he, in
his blueprint and its physiological functions-
embodies. This applies in principle and also
for ourselves

(The stars shine …- The Evolution of
Intelligence, 1988, p.226)

n It is a peculiar paradox in the Unbeirrbarkeit
with those who are not tired, allegedly on the
absolute freedom of the human spirit to insist
that overlooked obvious limits to this freedom
by the biological foundation of our existence.

(Interior views of a fellow, 1989, p.8)

n The spirit and mind are obviously not only with
us in this World hineingekommen. This insight
is, as it seems to me, one of the most
important lessons that we learn from the
results of modern science can draw.

(In the beginning was the hydrogen, 1972, p.
16)

n Has actually been one of the wooden heads,
which still deny that the science light of human
existence could have  contributed, in fact one
of them has taken note of them, that the
natural sciences recently, the existence  of a
worldly reality show?

(Interior views of a fellow, 1989, p. 384)

n I getraue me today, publicly admitting to me
that the letter is always quite difficult.

(Inconceivable reality – Preface, 1987, p.9)
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n I have in my time at the University of twenty
years scientific television, whose sole motive
of the attempt has been [a] the soul of the
people from impoverished barrier indifference
and ignorance to overcome.

(Interior views of a fellow, 1989, p.232)

n I would be interested to know what God is
actually thought when he created the World.

(The interview, 1989, p.99)

n In the course and as a result of scientific
knowledge advances, the number of non-World
enigma. The real miracle of this World will be
the first visible when the curtains scientific
research of human prejudices,
abergläubischer assumptions and thinking
habits hinwegräumt.

(Cross sections, 1978, p. 10)

n In truth, we know that there is a real, objective
world must view the evolutionary forces, but
on the understanding that our brain certainly
have not reached that level, at which its
capacity is sufficient for the sum of all these
qualities World.

(The spirit was not from the sky, 1976)

n Everyone wonders at some point, where he
was after his death will be, but nobody asks
where he was before his birth.

(Relationship – What is the right one, 1974,
p.9)

n You do not need a theologian to be an absurd
argument for keeping on the claim amounts
that the world was divided into two halves, one
course and other  nunnatural, if one is forced
at the same time, the course of this border
between the two areas of the nature of
historical coincidence just reached the state
of science depends on.

(In the beginning was the hydrogen, 1972, p.
141)

n It could be the natural history of exploration
as well write a history of overcoming
mistakenly held for real boundaries between
natural phenomena, which is our human
imagination as a fundamentally different way.

(We are not only of this World, 1981, p. 63)

n [My books and publications] are always
variations of the new recurring effort, the
reader’s eyes open for the self behind the
apparent clarity of our everyday sights World
hidden riddles and mysteries.

(Inconceivable reality – Preface, 1987, p.10)

n My hopes was that the people who are pushed
from everyday worries, professional concerns,
installment payment, worried about the
children, marital tensions, the view to a larger
reality, the actual reality is, and whose
background throughout this really worries
about Mini problems. Zusammenschrumpfen.

(From an interview, 1987)

n By calling for “more rational” for scientific
excellence forces today, it seems, even then
heard no more, if they are to Sprechchören
together.

(Inconceivable reality-complete with the
Diesseits, 1978, p. 339)

n Science can also be defined as the mental
process that the people can make themselves
a World anthropocentric view to liberate.

(The legacy of Neanderthal man – Kosmos
gets us alive, 1967, p. 29/30)

n Not rationality, but only the naivety and
unbroken, unreflected realism could lead to
the areas of reality as nichtexistent to treat
the outside of the reach of reason, which itself
has identified as restricted.
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(We are not only of this World, 1981, p. 293)

n Politicians have a sacred wary of publicly admit
that they, in their decisions no longer are free
(mayble admit they do not even themselves).

(Interior views of a fellow, 1989, p. 369)

n Future generations will envy us that we have
been present when our World Figure
fundamentally changed - only then will we have
to admit that we are as good as them not
noticed.

(The reality of Homo sapiens - “If there is a
Mars flora there,” 1962, p. 167)

n Ever have to look clear that the evolution
resulting from the huge number of different
types of the mosquito to the elephant, from
scorpion to the Eagles, just the result of a
pronounced conflict prevention strategy.

(We are not only of this World, 1981, p.122)

And if  we are against this  background even
remember how much suffering and how much
misery and how many blind alleys we impose
on ourselves because we always from this
either-or-out alternative. Because we always
tend to assume that only one-of this or that
the rightt-position could have, and that the
salvation and the paradise on earth erupt  if
the enforcement against all others. Nature
shows us that our opinion is wrong, that
development and species abundance and
creativity are only possible if two conflicting
principles in each other barriers. I believe that
if we once understood, and if we see in nature,
then we may have the first real step towards
tolerance done.

(From the cross-sections show “Was Darwin
right?”, 1976)

n illogicality is just by logic in no way shake.

(The legacy of Neanderthal man-Spukschloβ
of superstition, 1983, p.139)

n We all would have helped if in the social area
gained the insight that one of no
selbstkritischem doubt angekrankelte self-
certainty betrays an attitude of distrust
towards a last place, angesichtes which every
feasr is justified.

(The stars shine …… - The science as a
whore, 1981, p. 98)

n Our society is like a man who unwittingly in a
minefield umherirrt and this is his retirement
pension worries.

(So let us because a Apfelbaumchen plant,
1985, p. 9)

n Many signs are today that we are not only an
era of increasing Wissenschaftsfeindlichkeit
meet, but also an era of increasing willingness
to irrationality.

(The legacy of Neanderthal man-a Renegat
anticipates, 1982, p.47)

n Many Gedenkminuten had thought through
minutes can be prevented.

n From the biological point of destination, it
seems almost as a breathtaking act of
misappropriation of the brain that the human
mind defy it on the crutches of mathematical
symbols increasing abstraction in the area of
the objective reality of nature follicle.

(The relationship misappropriated brain, 1974,
p. 22)

n Vorstellbarkeit and “common sense” are not
groundbreaking criteria  in the search for the
true nature of the World.

(Interior views of a fellow, 1989, p. 235)

n What are we to think of an instance, at our
rescue verhungernder children call while with
the full weight of its global reputation helps,
and the number of these children on each
rettbare measure also larger?
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(Inconceivable reality-the murderous
consequences of compassion, 1984, p.395)

n What naivety is, in fact, still behind, if we
expect that the whole world that we find
around us, in all its fullness and with all its
hidden causes, in the calculated volume of
our  brain to be fit.  For anyone except
ourselves, we would at this adventurous idea.
For all other life forms, which we know it will
light us that this is completely excluded.

n World  Images tend to like it objectively still
so imperfectly, in principle, for unity. They can,
as it were, from a subjective perspective, no
questions unanswered. Therefore, the people
the images it from the World respectively, have
also been in all innocence for the reality itself.

(Inconceivable reality – Evolutionary World
image and theological proclamation, 1982, p.
254)

n If evolution is nothing more than us faβbare
sight of a ongoing creation, then we can come
to the understanding that we apparently the
honor of an active participation in the
enforcement of this added support.

(We are not only of this World, 1981, p. 146)

n Who (…) to the existence of phenomena or
force believes that the nature of science in its
limited area discovered contravene laws,
leaving the path of critical reason.

(The stars shine… -The stars shine…, 1985,
p.117)

n (…) We have the science  as a source of
knowledge is still not really taken  note. We
have rather limited, the results  are on the
immediate, practical  benefit to our goals
abzuklopfen. We have it tough words, almost
exclusively as a whore to satisfy the demands
of our lives and our power.

(The stars shine… - The science as a whore,
1981, p.102)

n We have only the choice to learn by reason
or by disasters to be taught.

(The stars shine … - The universal crisis,
1948, p.35)

n We are always in danger, the miracle in the
wrong place to look. In a world that is
undeniably full of Wunderbarem is , we all too
often amazed at the wrong place.

(In the beginning was the hydrogen, 1972, p.
245)

n We are still not what we mean when we talk
of people. A man would not inhuman act, and
we continue to do so.

(In an interview)

n We are, to put it to formulate really only the
Neanderthals to tomorrow.

(In the beginning was the hydrogen, 1972,
page 245)

n While everything in the world with natural
things. Nonetheless, but the result is
wonderful.

(The legacy of Neanderthal man, 1972, p. 13)

n Although human unreason not increased.
Ruinös increased, but the number of
unreasonable.

(Interior views of a fellow, 1989, p. 397)

n Between you and me, there is no essential
difference, we both know that we die.

(From an interview, when the journalist asked,
as he Hoimar of Ditfurth, with his cancer fit,
1989)
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Some of the Photo Features on
Hoimar von Ditfurth

Hoimar von Ditfurth withi his Family Members
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